H2H3 RUN #449 – Saturday 2nd January 2021.
LOCATION: Lakeside between Sawanboutique Resort and Hua Hin Hospital 5
GPS Coordinates: N 12.5327099, E 99.9169121
Google Map Link: https://goo.gl/maps/bS46LdSefnE2
Hares: Tinks & Tweedle Dum
Biermeister Team: Jock Twat & Legs Wide Open
Ice Man: Tinks
Tax Collector: Tinks
Scribe: Head Ballcock
Number of Hashers: 32
Pre-Run
The First Hash of the New Year and New Decade saw a healthy turnout on a bright and cool afternoon.

The Trail
After the briefing and a vague wave of the hand by the lead Hare to
indicate the direction of the trail we set off on masse. However, after
the fast runners failed to find the trail most of us were reduced to
headless chickens until that wily old fox Brambles Bill in a different
direction found paper. On On was the cry at which moment the scribe
stood upon some thorns and stopped immediately. It was trouble- some
removing the thorn to the extent that I was passed by Cathusalem and
other slower walkers. By the time I was ready to restart everyone had
gone so off I set to recover time. I was able to follow paper into the area
of local demolition and the rejects from Steptoe’s scrap yard. In the
distance were the back markers whom I caught and passed but also

passed the paper to the first right turn as did Jock Twat. We quickly retraced our steps and found the trail to the
first split. Jock Twat headed on to the walker’s trail whilst your scribe decided to do the runner’s trail. Later
having got lost it became clear who the real Twat was!

The next section was more hash friendly albeit I was on my own and at times paper was rarer than hens’ teeth.
Up to the foothills without incident but a right turn sent me off on the False trail. After a while, the penny
dropped, and I returned to the sharp left turn and the trail. Eventually the trail ran out of hill and so I began the
descent. The trail was ok, but I was never sure if the paper was on the ground or up a tree. I eventually reached
the merge sign, which normally gives a hint that we are on the final section and home. Unfortunately, at this
point I lost paper and the trail. After coming across a very confusing ring of paper sometime later which seemed
to go back up the hill, I decided to rely upon my finely honed navigational skills. Sometime earlier up the hill I
could see the lake by the car park and noted that the sun was in the west. So, I set off in a westerly direction to
find the trail homewards. I only found paper right at the end of the trail. Fortunately, I emerged from the woods
near to the car park.

On After:
After a few beers and some chit chat I realized that I was not alone in my difficulty of finding paper. In discussion
with Cathusalem he reminded me to always take a mobile phone in case one gets lost or injured. I will in future.
Circle Down-Downs (by Tinks):
Hares: Tinks and Tweedle Dum - Short walk OK, Long walk OK. Rambo Trail
OK therefore a thumb all to all as the hounds were all happy.
Front Walkers (FRB): Matron, Little Behind and Rubber Scrubber and arrive
back just ahead of the runners.
False Check Breaker: Dimwit.
Short Trailers: Frock in a Cock. Cathusalem, Sloppy Camel, Dragon Tail, Ball
Banger, Onefer, Ding-a-Ling.
Nonuse of Hash Names: Tinks
Teapotting: Legs Wide Open and Brambles Bill.
The Party Team: Dave the Musicians, Madonna the Chef, Matron and Jock
Twat the coordinators.
Broken Down Shoes: Ding-a-Ling taking the short walk and Little Behind for
completing the Walkers trail.
Late Comers: Slime and Lucky Me enjoyed the trail but
complained that first check was not broken.
Free Loaders for the Buffet orders: Slime and Lucky Me.
Not Breaking the Check: Cock in a Frock
Returner: Forget me Not together with Rubber Duck who
knows a lot about Forget me Not
All Hashers: A drink for a speedy recovery to Colossus.
Next Week’s Hash: not sure as there is a possibility of a
lockdown starting om Monday until end of the month.
Last Home: Dave the Vape and Lilly
Post Circle:
Circle finished so we all set off to Madonna’s for an excellent free buffet kindly provided by Madonna and a very
enjoyable on after.
ON ON
Head Ballcock

